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Accenture is a professional services company, specializing in information technology
services and consulting. Accenture is considered the largest consulting firm in the world
by number of employees. 
Accenture meets clients wherever they are on their paths to change—in every industry
across the globe—and partner with them to create lasting value in every direction.
Advances in digital technologies, data and AI are changing everything: How our clients
compete, how our clients define and deliver value and how our clients transform to be the
next best version of themselves. 

Accenture Strategy & Consulting is considered as the game-changer of the business
world. Positioned at the crucial intersection of business, technology, and industry.
Accenture devises fresh and creative strategies based on trends, insights, and data. With
an eye for new competitive advantages, digital disruption, operating models and the
future workforce, our consultants offer strategies that prepare high-profile clients for the
future of business - and create value in a changing world. 

Research-based advice and situational analyses enable Accenture’s clients to act with
speed and confidence. Whether you will be investigating difficult issues or identifying new
opportunities, your work always comes down to one thing: unlocking value and creating
real, tangible impacts. 

Supply Chain & Operations is a strongly functionally oriented Strategy & Consulting
practice: we help our clients reimagine and transform tomorrow’s supply chains and
operations to positively impact business, society, and the planet. We do this through a
human centered and data driven approach that encourages our people and clients to
continuously innovate and generate significant, sustainable global impact. Built on the
three pillars of customer centricity, zero based mindset, and responsible operations &
organizations 

Are you fascinated by the impact that today’s global supply chains have on every
consumer and company in the world? Are you eager to bring the digital possibilities to
transform our clients’ operations into customer centric supply chains to not only reduce
cost but also enable growth? Are you an ambitious student and looking for a working
internship or conducting your Graduation Thesis on the topic of Supply Chain? Then the
Supply Chain Internship is what you are looking for! 

Number of employees: 
738.000 employees, of which 600 are part of the Strategy &
Consulting practice in The Netherlands
Degree of employees in technical context:
Master of science or higher
Location:
Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Heerlen
Contact information:
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
Internship/graduation contact:
Marlou Mackus, Marlou.Mackus@accenture.com, +31682107890
Specializations of the company:
Digital Transformation, Supply Chain Management,
Sustainability, Data Analytics

https://www.accenture.com/nl-en


Advise C-suite and industry leaders. 
Powered by insights from AI, data science and deep industry expertise, you’ll develop
unrivaled strategies that optimize supply chains, design and implement technology
and build resilient operating models and cultures. 
Act for impact. 
We embed sustainability into everything we do—from how we service our clients,
partners and communities to how we operate as a responsible business, we create a
better future for all. 

Drive end-to-end transformation. 
Combine analytics-based insights with expertise and experience to connect the end-
to-end capabilities needed to drive change. 
Lead epic disruption. 
Co-create and iterate with colleagues and clients in our Innovation Centers, Labs and
Design Studios to reimagine and reshape industries and markets. 
Partner with the biggest clients. 
Gain unrivaled exposure working with more than three-quarters of the Fortune Global
500 across 40+ industries in 120+ countries. 
Management Consulting Jobs 
Advise, design, and implement transformational solutions in our specialist functional
and industry areas. 
Technology Consulting Jobs 
Lead and implement technology solutions, focusing on platform and systems
development and IT advisory. 

Work at the heart of change 
At the heart of every great change is a great human. Every day our People of Change are
doing incredible things by working together to pursue our shared purpose–to deliver on
the promise of technology and human ingenuity. 
Come be part of our team–bring your ideas, ingenuity and determination to make a
difference, and we’ll solve some of the world’s biggest challenges. 
Across industries and around the globe, we work with exceptional people and leading
companies—using advanced technologies, data and AI to create 360° value for our clients,
people and communities. 
Join us and help our clients become the next and best versions of themselves. 

Strategy Careers 
Shape the future of business by envisioning and executing change at speed and scale to
create 360˚ value for clients. 

Work you'll do 

Consulting Careers 
Be a trusted partner to business leaders using data, insights and industry knowledge that
deliver business outcomes to win in the digital world. 

Work you'll do 

CAREER PROSECTS



Factory optimization using reinforcement Learning Algorithms  
 Supply Chain Planning using AI  
Technologies influencing sustainable supply chains 

INTERNSHIP AND GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES
Working Internship:  
As Supply Chain Intern you will get the chance to experience working as a consultant within
Accenture, learn about the projects we do and see the impact we are making for our clients.
You will hear all about our colleagues’ personal experiences, get a taste of our company
culture and join our great company events! 
 
Graduation Thesis Internship 
When joining as master thesis intern, you will conduct research into technology and/or
topics currently top of mind for supply chain executives. You will be coached on completing
your master thesis by one of our consultants and have access to our broad industry and
client experience. Some examples (actual topic to be discussed in application phase):  

 

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDnW-dF6-8E


Number of employees: 
Over 37,000 employees 
Degree of employees in technical
context:
All levels of education  
Location:
Headquartered in Veldhoven
Contact information:
https://www.asml.com/en 
recruitment.eu@asml.com
Internship/graduation contact:
https://www.asml.com/en/careers/interns
hips
internships@asml.com 

Specializations:
Chemistry & materials science,
Computer science & software
engineering, Data science, Electrical
engineering, Logistics & supply chain
management, Mathematics,
Mechanical engineering, Mechatronics,
Optics, Physics, Other job categories 

 

https://www.asml.com/en/careers/internships
mailto:internships@asml.com


ABOUT ASML

ASML is changing the world, one nanometer at a time! We’re a high-tech, Netherlands-
based company manufacturing complex lithography systems that chipmakers use to
produce integrated circuits – aka microchips. 
 
Our machines help create the electronics you use in your daily life. In the past three
decades, we have grown from a startup to a multinational company with over 60
locations globally and annual net sales of €18.6 billion in 2021. 
Behind ASML’s innovation hides true talent. Our researchers, engineers, scientists and
manufacturing specialists, as well as our high-tech hardware and software experts,
make the impossible happen every day. 
We invest around €2.5 billion per year in R&D, giving our teams the freedom, support
and resources to experiment, test and push the boundaries of technology. They work in
close-knit, multidisciplinary teams, learning and growing along with the company. 

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wI6nCmG-PpI&t=3s


Our website is full of career prospects, one to highlight is our Graduate Acceleration
Program within the sector Sourcing and Supply Chain. Next to a challenging job you
will be offered a 2 year training program to extent your growth on hard skill and soft
skill level. This program is open for recent graduates (less then 6 months of relevant
work experience) on a level of bachelor or master:
https://www.asml.com/en/careers/students-graduates/programs-for-graduates

We welcome students from around the world to join us for internships and graduation
assignments at our global headquarters in the Netherlands. Want to see what’s
possible? Gain hands-on experience and support through an ASML scholarship or
attend a career event for students and PhD graduates. 
 
Learn more at asml.com/students.

CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

https://www.asml.com/en/careers/students-graduates


Number of employees: 
2000 in Venlo, 3000 worldwide 
Degree of employees in technical context:
Bsc, Msc, PDeng, PhD
Location:
Venlo, Poing (Germany), Timisoara
(Romania)
Contact information:
https://cpp.canon/ 
Internship/graduation contact:
Milou Geelen – Graduate Recruiter 
https://careers.cpp.canon/internships/ 

Specializations of the company:
Canon Production Printing is founded and
still headquartered in Venlo, where we
operate a global network of R&D,
manufacturing and logistics centers. Here,
passionate people around the world work
on game-changing technology that
shapes the way people communicate and
work. 

 

https://cpp.canon/
https://careers.cpp.canon/internships/


ABOUT CANON

Welcome to Canon Production Printing! 
At our headquarters in Venlo we develop and manufacture
high-tech printing products and consumables for the
commercial printing market. 

We're not talking about the printers you’ll have at your (home)
office, but printing machines that we sell B2B to a customer
like Amazon. Did you know that when you order a book there,
your book is printed on demand on a Canon Production
Printing printer? Did you know we also develop and produce
our own inks, toners and other consumables? And there is so
much more to discover! 

From the world of printing, to printing the world.

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/@CanonProductionPrinting/videos


We are creating things you have never seen before. We have a
long history of innovations to prove it. Innovations applied in
document management, business processes, graphic arts,
industrial printing and even fine art preservation. So, are you a
team playing pioneer? Develop your career at Canon Production
Printing. And help us change the game of printing.  

CAREER PROSPECTS 

Check out our careers website, to see our concrete assignments:
https://careers.cpp.canon/ 

Apply on the vacancy, or contact the supervisor named in the
assignment text to ask your questions

INTERNSHIP AND
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

https://careers.cpp.canon/


Number of employees: 
11.000 globally, 250 in the Benelux
Degree of employees in technical context:
HBO and University
Location:
Global presence (60 countries), HQ in Mechelen
(Belgium). 
Contact information:
CHEP Benelux 
Bedrijvenlaan 1 
Mechelen, BE, 2800 
Tel: +32 800 39 153 
https://www.chep.com/ 
Internship/graduation contact:
https://www.chep.com/careers/your-career-chep 
Specializations of the company:
CHEP manages the world’s largest pool of reusable
pallets and containers. 
We promote the shared use of our platforms among
supply chain participants under a circular ‘share and
reuse’ model known as pooling. 

Click for more information:

https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.accenture.com/nl-en
https://www.chep.com/
https://www.chep.com/
https://www.chep.com/careers/your-career-chep
https://youtu.be/x73STUb1pUs
https://youtu.be/foERMQxGH4w


COMPANY DESCRIPTION

CHEP is the invisible backbone of the
supply chain, and a pioneer of the
circular economy. Our pallets, crates and
containers help to move more goods to
more people, in more places, than
anyone else on earth. We promote the
shared use of our platforms among
supply chain participants under a
circular ‘share and reuse’ model known
as pooling. 
Through our inherently sustainable
operating model, superior network
advantage and industry expertise, we
lead the market in more efficient and
sustainable supply chains. By promoting
the ‘share and reuse’ of assets among
multiple participants in the supply chain,
we offer customers a more efficient and
sustainable alternative to the use of 

disposable single-use alternatives or
managing their own proprietary
platforms. 
CHEP’s sustainable operating model is
underpinned by its superior network
advantage and industry-leading supply
chain expertise, developed over 70 years
of managing customers’ supply chains
around the world. With operations in 60
countries, CHEP’s network advantage
comprises the scale and density of its
service centre network and the strength
of its customer relationships in every
major market in which it operates. Our
European network consists of 240 service
centres in 35 countries and 315,000
delivery points at retailers,
manufacturers, e-commerce players,
food service and logistics partners. 



Career Prospects

Internship &
graduation projects

We employ more than 12,000 people in 59 countries and
we’ll empower you to own and shape your career. If
you’ve got the potential, we’ll support you every step of
the way. So, Fast Forward Fast and accelerate your
logistics and supply chain career with CHEP! 
As pioneers of the circular economy, we’ve created one
of the world’s most sustainable business models based
on the share and reuse of our pallets and containers.
Whether it’s a major sustainability challenge, or the most
complex, most intellectually stimulating supply chain
puzzle, we’ve got the opportunity, drive, and ambition to
fix it. 
We’re a fast-paced and supportive environment where
the work is challenging and rewarding, and logistics and
supply chain career opportunities are almost limitless,
for everyone. A global business where you’ll have access
to growth and development opportunities that come up
all the time, across our network. 
People join our business through different routes and at
different stages of their career. Some join straight from
school, university or college. Some join partway through
their careers. And some are able to participate in
structured development programs. 

 

A small number of graduates may be eligible for our
Graduate Development Program (GDP). 
The GDP is for recent university leavers with a minimum 2:2
degree (or international equivalent), who demonstrate an
ability to tackle problems in innovative ways, with a
genuine commitment to teamwork, people and diversity.
Applicants must also have at least two languages of which
English should be one, a truly international mindset and the
desire to work in different countries. 
The GDP gives this small number of high-calibre graduates
the broadest view across our business and fast-tracked
development. The program offers a combination of formal
training and on-the-job development that will enable you
to gain a deep insight into our business and to grow your
skills and capabilities – while adding real value from day
one. 



Number of employees: 
50 employees
Degree of employees in technical context:
Master of science in mathematics, econometrics, computer science, data
science (60%), Phd in similar subjects (40%) 
Location:
Eindhoven
Contact information:
www.cqm.nl 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/24825/ 
Internship/graduation contact:
https://cqm.nl/nl/over-cqm/afstuderen-bij-cqm 
Monique van den Broek, mvandenbroek@cqm.nl 
Specializations of the company:
Applying Data Science, statistics or mathematical optimization to support large
companies in the Netherlands in the field of Supply Chain, Logistics and product
and process innovation 

Click for more information:

http://www.cqm.nl/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/24825/
https://cqm.nl/nl/over-cqm/afstuderen-bij-cqm
mailto:mvandenbroek@cqm.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cqm/


CQM is an independent dutch speaking consultancy company, located in Eindhoven,
and founded more than 40 years ago. Our customer base includes companies like
Philips, ASML, Ahold Delhaize, NS, ProRail, Den Hartogh, K+N, H&S Group, DHL, FujiFilm,
Vion, Heineken, Tennet and Air Liquide. CQM employs 50 consultants, all with a MSc. or
PhD. in mathematics, econometrics or information science. 
 
CQM has a good track record when it comes to optimizing logistics. Using our deep
analytic, algorithmic, and software expertise and our broad experience in many
projects for a wide range of customers, we determine the most effective and efficient
solutions for managing a supply chain –always tailored to the situation–. We are
specialists in supply chain design and control, advanced planning and scheduling,
smart warehousing, sales and operations planning, inventory management,
transportation planning and forecasting. We strongly believe in creating solutions in
close collaboration with our customers to reach maximum value and buy-in. We also
strongly believe in sharing knowledge and being transparent in what we do and how
we do it. 

 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION



Working at CQM means working as a consultant on interesting
mathematical questions in a range of different projects with a
diversity of customers. You support organisations in making complex
decisions. To do so, you (together with your colleagues) realize
solutions on an operational, tactical and strategic level. With the
help of mathematics, data science and smart algorithms you
improve processes in manufacturing, supply chain and product and
process innovation. 

You start as a junior consultant and work towards becoming a senior
consultant, who acts as a professional sparring partner for our
customers. 

We have a (both internal and external) trainingsprogram, where we
focus on add consultancy skills, acquisition skills and technical skills. 

 

We always have an open solicitation for master students (minimum
6 months). Most of our assignments have a link with one of our
customers, so you work on pratical challenges. From CQM we take it
seriously to support students during their assignment. We aim for
Dutch speaking students. 
https://cqm.nl/nl/over-cqm/afstuderen-bij-cqm 

CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

https://cqm.nl/nl/over-cqm/afstuderen-bij-cqm


Number of employees: 
More than 10.000
Degree of employees in technical context:
Bachelor and Master
Location:
Headquarters are located in Eindhoven. 
But DAF products are manufactured in
Eindhoven (the Netherlands), Westerlo
(Belgium), Leyland (UK), Ponta Grossa
(Brasil), Bayswater (Australia) and
Taichung (Taiwan). And to make it
worldwide, DAF products are sold and
serviced by a network of 1,000 independent
dealer locations throughout Europe. 
Contact information:
Central Phone: +31 (0)40 214 9111 
E-mail address: info@daftrucks.com
www.daftrucks.com

Internship/graduation contact:
Evy Jacobs 
Campus Recruiter & Corporate Recruiter 
+31 40 214 2986

About DAF
DAF Trucks N.V. is a technology company
and the premier commercial vehicle
manufacturer in Europe. DAF is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of PACCAR Inc, the
global technology leader in the design
and manufacturing of premium quality
light, medium and heavy-duty
commercial vehicles. PACCAR also
designs and manufactures advanced
diesel engines, provides financial
services and information technology
and distributes truck parts related to its
principal business. 

Click for more information:

http://www.daftrucks.com/
http://www.daftrucks.com/
https://youtu.be/WnT8sfo4RPU


For young professionals, the first steps in their career are important. At DAF we
offer you an inspiring and challenging work environment. We are an
organization where development and guidance are key and colleagues are
willing to help you. 
Within DAF you receive a lot of responsibilities, internal mobility is stimulated
and there are plenty of development opportunities to get the best out of
yourself. Together you work on innovative projects, in order to create the truck
of today and tomorrow.  

CAREER PROSPECTS



Every year we have +/- 150 intern / graduation students at DAF.  
So if you want to gain experience within an international organization. At DAF
you can play an important role in one of the many projects or participate in our
daily operations. But whatever you choose, we guide you intensively and
ensure that you develop into a young professional. There are every year a lot of
open vacancies for students. And if you want to stay informed about our latest
vacancies? Please subscribe to our job alert and you will be automatically
notified about new vacancies based on your own interest.  

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES



Number of employees: 
 Around 4.000 within the Benelux

Degree of employees in technical context:
MBO/Bachelor/Master 

Location:
Throughout the Benelux we have around 25 locations. The

nearest location is Tilburg.  
Contact information:

https://www.dbschenker.com/nl-nl
Internship/graduation contact:

Aron Mol, aron.mol@dbschenker.com
Specializations of the company:

Transport and Logistics 

mailto:aron.mol@dbschenker.com


About 1,850 locations around the world  
More than 76,100 employees worldwide 

DB Schenker is the world’s leading global logistics provider — we support industry and
trade in the global exchange of goods through land transport, worldwide air and
ocean freight, contract logistics and supply chain management. Integrated logistics
resides at the world’s most important intersections, where the flow of goods creates
an effective link between carriers. Our value-added services ensure the flow of goods
continues seamlessly and supply chains stay lean and optimized for success. Our
business holds top positions in automotive, technology, consumer goods, trade fair
logistics, special transports, and special events logistics. 
 
Integrated logistics resides at the world’s most important intersections, where the flow
of goods creates an effective link between carriers. Our value-added services ensure
the flow of goods continues seamlessly and supply chains stay lean and optimized for
success. Our business holds top positions in automotive, technology, consumer goods,
trade fair logistics, special transports, and special events logistics. 
 
We have been in existence for 150 years and as an organization we are very proud of
that. 
 

ABOUT DB SCHENKER

Click for more information:

https://www.dbschenker.com/nl-nl/over-ons/150-years-elevating-lives


Career prospects
DB Schenker relies on specialists and managers who challenge the status quo in their
specific profession area. If you’re looking to join a team of forward-thinking
professionals, we offer unlimited opportunities for passionate employees. From ocean
and air freight and contract logistics, to operations, IT, HR, and other corporate
positions, there is a wide variety of opportunities within our global logistics network. 
 
You determine your own career. We are a large organization and that entails sufficient
development and growth opportunities. However, it is up to you to make use of this,
you are in control of your own career, we are here to support you. 

Internship and graduation opportunities
We are always open to interns and graduation assignments. At Schenker, we find
recruiting and binding young professionals important, so we like to think along with
you, so that you can do an internship that suits you. 



Number of employees: 
Global headcount –/+ 35.000  
Benelux headcount –/+ 4.000 
Degree of employees in technical
context:
Bachelor & Master
Location:
Dow’s headquarters are located in
Midland, Michigan (US). Operations take
place in 31 countries and 104
manufacturing sites across the United
States, Canada, Latin America, Europe,
the Middle East, Africa, India, and Asia
Pacific.  
Looking at the EMEAI region, the Benelux
area is an important asset where we
operate 7 sites of which Dow Terneuzen,
the Netherlands, with its 16 factories, is
Dow’s second largest manufacturing
location in the worlds and the beating
heart of our EMEAI Integrated Supply
Chain organization. 
Contact information:
https://nl.dow.com/en-us/careers.html
Internship/graduation contact:
Vacancy link:
https://corporate.dow.com/en-
us/careers/jobs/position.R2037112
HR contact form: 
 https://campusemeai.dow.com/en-
us/contact.html
Specializations of the company:
Dow is a materials science leader
committed to delivering innovative and
sustainable solutions for customers in
packaging, infrastructure, and
consumer care. 



Dow is a leading materials science company that transforms industries and lives –
with its headquarters located in Midland, Michigan (US), 55 billion sales in 2021,
operating in 31 countries and 104 manufacturing sites across the US & Canada, Latin
America, EMEAI and Asia Pacific. 
In the Benelux area, we operate 7 sites employing 4000+ professionals of more than
50 nationalities in supply chain, research and development, manufacturing,
environment, health and safety, sustainability, information systems, and more. With
16 factories, Dow Terneuzen, the Netherlands, is Dow’s second largest manufacturing
location in the world and the beating heart of our EMEAI Integrated Supply Chain
organization.  
Our Integrated Supply Chain team of professionals works closely together with
diverse stakeholders across regions and functions – Commercial, Manufacturing,
Procurement and Logistics. This inclusive hub brings the diverse perspective of more
than 55 nationalities into 1 location, enabling us to – while managing operations –
continue to focus on driving innovation in the areas of sustainability and
digitalization, preparing for both the future of our company and the environment we
live in.  
And our journey to a better future for all does not stop there. With being a
fundamental employer in Terneuzen and the province of Zeeland, the Netherlands,
we contribute to the region’s economic and societal success by supporting many
initiatives and events.  
We are committed to reaching our Path-To-Zero by 2050 by decarbonizing, focusing
on production circularity, optimizing our supply chain network, and enhancing our
digital tools to continuously improve our agile organization in this fast moving and
complex global supply chain. Shifting to a low-carbon economy means reducing
carbon emissions not only from our direct operations, but also that of our supply
chain activities.  
Via DowCircles we want to increase the circle of involvement, where we work closely
together with our colleagues, locals, partners, and customers for our future
generations to enjoy more comfort and sustainability in their lives with our high-
quality products.  

ABOUT DOW

https://dowcircles.nl/en


Career prospects
At Dow, every day we invest in our people – and create a culture that recognizes and
supports their growth.  
From internships to fresh graduate and senior-level manager positions, our
employees can be best described as problem solvers and big-picture thinkers who
gain experience through specific projects, make a positive difference, and receive
tailor made guidance from a mentor during their journey at Dow.  

Internship and graduation opportunities
Engage. Enhance. Enrich  
At Dow, we’ve achieved a lot, but we’re still asking questions every day. To keep
creating something great, we need passion, dedication, and collaboration.  
Learn more about internships, development programs and fresh graduate positions in
Supply Chain and Logistics at campusemeai.dow.com. 
Stay informed 
What are your passions? Sign up for the Dow Talent Community and find out how your
interest can align with our values. We will send you email updates depending on what
you’d like to learn more about. 

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImUYB7Wv_Bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FO7SvD4wH7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqEIZU411CQ


Number of employees: 
+/- 3000 employees in The
Netherlands 
Degree of employees in technical
context:
MBO, HBO, WO
Location:
Amsterdam, Rozenburg, Hoofddorp,
Eelde, Rotterdam, Dordrecht,
Moerdijk, Bergen op Zoom, Tholen,
Eindhoven, 's-Heerenberg, Venray,
Venlo, Maastricht

Contact information:
www.dsv.com/nl 
www.werkenbijdsv.nl 
Internship/graduation contact:
werkenbij@nl.dsv.com
Specializations of the company:
Supply Chain, Roadtransport, Airfreight,
Seafreight, Warehousing, & Logistics
Engineering 



DSV is a global provider of transport and logistics
services. With offices in more than 90 countries and
a growing network of partners, there is no place in
the world we cannot reach through warehouse
storage and transport by air, sea, rail, courier or road. 
In the Netherlands, we operate from over 20
branches, with more than 3,000 colleagues.
Together, we rise to the challenge that a rapidly
changing environment brings. We make quick
decisions at every level and combine ambition and
teamwork. This is how we get ahead and make a
difference. 

Within DSV we have national opportunities for interns
at MBO / Bachelor and Master level. We are always
looking for people who want to make a difference and
who can add value to our organization. The qualities we
value are: involvement, responsibility, professional skills
and the ability to share knowledge. 
You will end up in a professional working environment
where DSV gives you the space and the right guidance to
develop yourself. We are also open to your ideas and
improvement proposals. Has your internship or
graduation internship at DSV been completed? Then we
would like to stay in touch with you and we always check
whether there are opportunities for you within our
company. Read here the experiences of colleagues (Meet
our people and read their development | DSV) who
started at DSV in a (graduation) internship and have
progressed to a management traineeship or permanent
job. 
We look forward to your application by E-mail. If you have
any further questions, please contact our recruiters. 

INTERNSHIP &
GRADUATION

PROJECTS

ABOUT DSV

https://www.dsv.com/en-nl/careers/meet-our-people
https://www.dsv.com/en-nl/careers/meet-our-people
mailto:werkenbij@nl.dsv.com


That’s how many colleagues you’ll have on a journey towards connecting the world
and making your mark. DSV is a global supplier of transport and logistics solutions. We
have offices in more than 80 countries and an international network of partners and
agents. Our organization is divided into the three divisions Air & Sea, Road and
Solutions. Air & Sea offers solutions worldwide for the most demanding logistics
challenges in sea and air freight. Within Road, we transport goods to any desired
destination in Europe with more than 20,000 trucks every day. Our Solutions division
works with our customers to develop logistics solutions that increase overall efficiency
and reduce costs. For this we have over 500,000 m2 in various warehouses in the
Netherlands alone. DSV is a financially very healthy company and has over 20
branches in the Netherlands. 
We believe that people are able to achieve their potential if they take ownership of
their own career. That’s why we’ll give you every opportunity to do just that. Leave your
details here and our recruiters will contact you. 
Although we are big, we remain normal, we keep an eye on all employees, the
personal contact and the accessibility of our organization. 
Walter de Wilde, HR Director 
People are at the core of who we are - the drive, talent and devotion they bring to the
table every day are what make DSV the exciting place it is. It’s a dynamic and fast-
moving environment with rapid decisions at every level – where ambition meets
teamwork in an effort to face challenges, succeed, move forward and make a
difference. 

Career prospects

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhzcG22WqPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl3rnAWQNo0


Number of employees: 
Over 2000 employees
Degree of employees in technical context:
Bachelor and Master
Location:
Tegelen (HQ), Oldenzaal, & Schiphol
Contact information:
https://www.ewals.com/nl/over-ons/?country=NL
Internship/graduation contact:
Lenny Selen, HR Advisor, 
06-22782599 Lenny.selen@nl.ewals.com 
Specializations of the company:
Ewals has grown into a strong international player, with a
predominant pan-European presence. Our customers are
offered a broad spectrum of logistics products ranging from
full loads, partial and project loads, Control Tower set-ups and
Value Added Logistics to global forwarding. In particular, but
certainly not exclusively, for the transport of full loads, we are
known for our European multimodal network, which includes
around 3400 Mega Huckepack XL(S) trailers.

https://www.ewals.com/nl/over-ons/?country=NL


ABOUT EWALS CARGO CARE

In 1906, with only a horse and carriage, but a lot of ambition,
Alfons Ewals founded our company. More than 100 years later,
the 4th generation of Ewals continues its name with our family
business. Today, Ewals Cargo Care creates unconventional
logistics solutions for our customers and our market. With
intelligent systems, processes and continuous innovation, we
stay ahead of the market and solve new challenges in logistics
for our customers. With our fleet of Mega Huckepack trailers
and our Multimodal Network, we combine transport by road,
rail and water to provide the best multimodal solution for your
cargo.  



Career prospects
Working at Ewals Cargo Care means more than working at a renowned international
logistics company. You become part of our large European family too. Despite our
many different cultures, we all share the same Ewals DNA: we are down to earth yet
entrepreneurial and maintain a collaborative mind-set. We interact informally yet
politely and with integrity. We behave with respect towards people, society and the
planet and take accountability for our actions. 
 
We find it important that you get the best out of yourself, but also that we get the best
out of each other. Together with the Ewals Academy we can offer you the opportunity
to follow training courses and you can grow in different layers of the organization. Your
professional development is in your own hands at Ewals Cargo Care. 
We have different job levels. You will start as junior and you have a growth path to
medior and senior profile. But you can also develop to a managerial positions in
various engineering departments, but also in various countries in Europe. 

 

Internship and graduation opportunities
We are the main sponsor of the ESCF collaboration and we also have direct contact
with TU/eindhoven. We ask the students to live up to their assignments and then we
look together at how we can fit this into our Ewals roadmap.

Click for more information:

https://youtu.be/If8C3_M7Co4


Number of employees: 
33.000
Degree of employees in technical context:
Master, PhD
Location:
HQ in Schaan & Liechtenstein, other locations globally in 120 countries
Contact information:
https://careers.hilti.group/en/  
Internship/graduation contact:
Tobias Zangerl, +423 234 2793, tobias.zangerl@hilti.com
Lea Ricken, +423 234 4637, lea.ricken@hilti.com
Our vacancies (internships and graduate positions) are visible on our career page:
https://careers.hilti.group/en  
Specializations of the company:
We provide system solutions for construction professionals. 
We operate our own plants, research and development centers, logistics and repair
centers around the world. This ensures Hilti quality in all we do. 
We are HILTI
We help our customers build more efficiently and safely, providing a better future for
construction businesses, building occupants and the wider community.   
We want to build a company where every team member is valued, grows and does
well in their career. Our culture is the foundation that has made this possible for
almost two decades.  
We want to build open, trusted and successful relationships with our customers,
partners and suppliers. Everything we do across our business is focused on
strengthening these relationships, in whatever job area you work.   
We are committed to taking responsibility for society and the environment tangibly –
whether that’s helping build affordable housing or traveling to provide disaster relief in
person. Take a look at our social responsibility efforts to learn more about how our
team members can get involved.  
And we want to continue to build on our success with more cutting-edge technologies
to empower our customers to create safer and more remarkable buildings. We have
an outstanding reputation for innovation and an industry-leading commitment to
research and development. 

https://careers.hilti.group/en/
mailto:tobias.zangerl@hilti.com
mailto:lea.ricken@hilti.com
https://careers.hilti.group/en


Our people make every moment count at Hilti – for their own personal happiness, for
their careers, for our customers, our teams and our company. 
Our ‘people approach’ gives you ownership of your development and transparency on
the essential parts of your employee experience at Hilti – the contribution you make,
setting objectives and rewarding and recognizing the work you do. Feedback and
recognition is a part of our every day. By frequently discussing your experience with
managers and mentors and having access to tools and resources that enable
success at your fingertips, you are empowered to take action now and for your future. 
In our Global Logistics team located in Nendeln, Liechtenstein, we have six different
functions in which our interns and later new hires can develop. Namely, Warehouse
Management, Transport Management, Materials Management, Project Business,
Logistics Services and Support functions such as Lean and Digital & Advanced
Business Analytics. 

CAREER PROSPECTS

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UeJPLBszc2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwZEfIsKyZE


INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

After graduation, Hilti offers a renowned global management development program
which has a duration of 2 years. It prepares participants for a rewarding international
leadership career. We offer four different tracks (Business, Finance, Technical and
Logistics). 
You can find all of our internships and graduate positions on our career page
https://careers.hilti.group/  

TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM

Hilti's strategic internship program is an essential part for positioning Hilti as the
employer of choice for students. How do we best achieve this? We bond talents
through challenging, cross functional and independent internship projects. We’ll give
you the tools you need to excel in your internship, including one-to-one coaching.
You’ll enjoy a rare combination of autonomy and camaraderie, as you’ll manage your
own project while being part of a friendly team. 
You’ll not just be another pair of hands but a fully integrated team member with lots of
self-responsibility. From there, we’ll trust you to do whatever it takes to deliver
outstanding results. Go the extra mile and we’ll reward you with strategic development
discussions and career opportunities. 
We’ll support you even before you start with us through relocation and integration
support. With the international interns’ community at Hilti you’ll never be bored. Further,
the snow-draped mountains, crystal-clear lakes and marvellous landscapes in the
Happy Valley invite for lots of outdoor activities. 
For TUe students, Hilti offers an internship to develop master thesis with our Global
Logistics team. Usually, the internship period is of 6-7 months in which the student with
support of this Hilti supervisor will work on a relevant business need. 



Number of employees: 
100.000 employees
Degree of employees in technical
context:
Master Supply Chain WO
Location:
Veghel
Contact information:
Peter Peeters, peter.peeters@jumbo.com 
Internship/graduation contact:
campusrecruitment@jumbo.com
https://nl.jobs.jumbo.com/nl/vacatures/c
ountry[]=nl&job_type[]=stage&travel_arri
val_time=30&travel_mode=driving 

Click for more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=580NGrEDT4U
mailto:campusrecruitment@jumbo.com
https://nl.jobs.jumbo.com/nl/vacatures/?country%5b%5d=nl&job_type%5b%5d=stage&travel_arrival_time=30&travel_mode=driving


Jumbo is a family company from the Dutch province of North-
Brabant and enjoys a rich history of successful entrepreneurship.
As it currently stands, Jumbo boasts more than 700 supermarkets,
10 food-markets and a thriving online order and delivery service.  
 
Additionally, Jumbo started with the new convenience store
concept in which elements of the regular Jumbo shops, food-
market and La Place restaurants are combined. Jumbo’s goal
herein is to make tasty and healthy food readily available for
everyone. Jumbo has a specific formula meaning best service,
largest assortment and lowest price, which enables customers to
trust Jumbo’s “7 guarantees”. By putting the customer in pole
position, Jumbo has become one of the most valued supermarket
chains in the Netherlands. It is not for nothing that Jumbo has
been voted the best supermarket in Holland by the GFK 16 times! In
2009, Jumbo took over the supermarket chain Super de Boer and
in 2012, C1000 (the even bigger supermarket chain) followed. In
2016, Jumbo took over the food service formula La Place. In 2018,
the takeover of EMTÉ was completed; and through these takeovers,
Jumbo was able to transform from local supermarket company to
a nationwide and leading retailer in Holland. Have I made you
curious ? Please go to www.jumbo.com or www.jobs.jumbo.com
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http://www.jumbo.com/
http://www.jobs.jumbo.com/


There are plenty of options within Jumbo. Within Supply Chain, it is common to start as
a replenisher, process manager or demand planner, for example. From this position,
you can advance as a specialist, but should you have managerial skills, this could also
be an option. Through training in our Jumbo Academy, you can continue to challenge
and develop yourself. 
It is even possible to do something completely different if you have the right
capabilities. At Jumbo, you are in charge of your own career.

CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

 
Ihttps://nl.jobs.jumbo.com/nl/over-jumbo-la-place/stage-jumbo/  



Number of employees: 
10.393 employees
Location:
All over Europe, in the Nethelands: 's-Heerenberg, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Born, Zaltbommel, Tilburg
Contact information:
www.mainfreight.com 
Internship/graduation contact:
Melvin Westerveld 
melvin.westerveld@mainfreight.com 
+31651357399
Specializations of the company:
Supply Chain

Click for more information:

mailto:melvin.westerveld@mainfreight.com
https://vimeo.com/794512004/e1a25a9381


 
 

ABOUT MAINFREIGHT

As a global logistics provider, Mainfreight offers managed warehousing and
international and domestic freight forwarding. With team and branches across
Australia, China, Europe, New Zealand, and the Americas Mainfreight continues to
expand its global footprint. 
Mainfreight began its operations in Auckland, New Zealand, in 1978, soon growing into
New Zealand’s most extensive freight network. A shift in focus, in 1984, saw the
opening of the first Mainfreight Air & Ocean branch.  
Investment in Australian operations began in 1989 driven by a desire to treat New
Zealand and Australia as a single market. Mainfreight’s presence in Australia
continued to expand through both acquisition and branch proliferation across
strategic locations. 
Mainfreight became global in 1999 with the acquisition of businesses in both Asia and
the United States. Full ownership of our Asian operations was completed in 2007 and
today Mainfreight has several branches operating out of China, South East Asia, Japan
and Korea. Expansion further continued in America with the purchase of Target
Logistics Services in 2007.  
In 2011 Mainfreight acquired the business of Wim Bosman Group providing further
opportunities to expand Mainfreight's global supply chain network with
branches throughout Europe. 
“Special people, Special company” embodies Mainfreight and its unique culture. We
have developed a style of doing business, successful not only in New Zealand,
but around the world. 
Mainfreight is built on a 100-year vision. All decisions are made on the basis that we
will be here for another 100 years. This view shapes our approach to recruitment and
training of team members, customer and supplier relationships, growth strategies and
legal and tax structures 
We promote our people from within, and encourage innovative, non-hierarchical, and
decisive outlooks. Our team regard each other as a family and share mealtimes. At
the same time, we are focused on performance — every branch reports weekly results
that are available for all team members to see. Individual responsibility and
accountability for quality are reinforced. Key performance indicators important to our
customers, like error rates, are linked to team members’ bonuses. All Mainfreight
branches have quality boards and are internally audited every six months.



If you want to dive into the dynamic, fast paced world of supply chain and you’re not
afraid to step outside your comfort zone, you’ve come to the right place. We believe in
developing our team members of the future today, because we know that they will be
driving our business tomorrow and for the next 100 years. We look for people that see
the long-term impact they will have on our business. If you're ready for the challenge
of a lifetime, read on! 
 
At Mainfreight we promote from within. By joining our three-year Mainfreight
Development Programme, you will receive the ideal combination of ‘doing’ and
‘learning’. Right from the start, you will get to work in an operational role whilst
benefitting from a clearly defined structure of training and coaching. You will have the
opportunity to work in different roles within our business units, Air & Ocean,
Warehousing and Transport. As we are a global business, we offer you the opportunity
to fill roles in our branches across Europe. 
 
Our Mainfreight Development Programme focuses on your individual development
and career path. It is a three-year programme where you will learn more about your
strengths and your interests within Mainfreight; whether that's in a leadership role,
sales, operations, business development, IT, or finance, it’s up to you! To further your
development, you will participate in multiple personal leadership courses, presenting
courses and networking sessions with our European trainees. You can put training into
practice by taking on improvement projects within your role. This is a great way to see
just how big your impact on our business can be! 
 
Looking after our people is a key part of our culture at Mainfreight and you will receive
coaching from your manager or team leader. We also plan coaching sessions for you
and the programme coordinator to reflect on your development, where you want your
career to go, and how we can help get you there.  

The opportunities for internships and graduation assignments are very personal at
Mainfreight. We don’t have set opportunities. We look at your preference to find out
what really suits you as a person. 

CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES



Number of employees: 
380 employees
Degree of employees in technical
context:
MBO, HBO, & WO
Location:
Venlo, Maasbree, Schiphol,
Duisburg (Germany)

Contact information:
www.seaconlogistics.com 
Internship/graduation contact:
Amber Hagens,
careers@seaconlogistics.com
Specializations of the company:
Logistics Chain Director for
coordinating and optimising your
logistics supply chain



ABOUT SEACON LOGISTICS

Since Seacon's founding in 1985, we have built our organization as a major logistics
chain director. In addition to directing the entire logistics chain for our customers, our
daily aim is to add value. We do this through innovative, well-thought-out solutions.
The focus of our services is Forwarding and Transport, Warehousing, Supply Chain
Solutions and Customs Services. 
We are known for our entrepreneurial nature. We are happy about that, because we
strongly believe in this way of working. We take steps, take decisions, make
agreements and stick to them. Because there is a strong we-feeling in our
organization, we tackle the challenges in our organization together. We focus on long-
term cooperation with all of our stakeholders, where personal contact is paramount.
From this cooperation we create mutual understanding, quality, flexibility,
improvements and also stability. At various strategic locations in Europe, 400
employees work on Seacon every day.  



CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

Within Seacon Logistics, you have all kinds of job opportunities. 
Because we have many different departments, there are also
various job opportunities. We hire for the company and not just
for a role, so plenty of possibilities within the different areas of
Logistics as well as in the various staff teams 

Depending on where your interest sits! We have possibilities
within our Supply Chain Solutions team, Supply Chain
Engineering, Warehousing, Transport, Overseas as well as in the
different staff teams! 



Number of employees: 
600 employees, 350 drivers
Degree of employees in technical context:
Across our whole organization, we have employees of all
different levels of degree’s. MBO, HBO, University, but also
foreign degree’s since we are an international company
with international colleagues. 
Location:
Headquarter is located in Erp
Contact information:
https://www.vandenbosch.com/
Internship/graduation contact:
Donne van der Wal 
0413 – 217 337 
Donne-vanderwal@vandenbosch.com 
https://career.vandenbosch.com/en/learning-and-
working
Specializations of the company:
Van den Bosch is a logistic service provider in bulk
transport. We specialize in Intermodal transport. 

mailto:Donne-vanderwal@vandenbosch.com


 
Van den Bosch is an internationally operating

logistics service provider with more than seven
hundred employees in its workforce. Coordinated

from thirteen offices in Europe, Africa and the
Middle East, we generate about 200 million euros
a year. Quite a complex organisation, you would
think. But nothing could be further from the truth. 
In the dynamic and sometimes even hectic world
of bulk logistics, incisiveness is the key to success.
Since its foundation in 1964 our organisation has
been characterised by simplicity. Short lines of
communication, open doors and an informal

character mean that we realise our ambitions by
being able to act quickly at board, management

and operational level. 
 

ABOUT VAN DEN BOSCH



Every day we raise the bar. This entrepreneurial attitude
has been in our DNA since 1964. To achieve these things,
we give employees the room they need, we promote
promising developments and we share our knowledge.
Yes, we are ambitious and entrepreneurial. And we have
an affinity with people, projects and concepts who share
that spirit.  
In addition, we offer our employees the opportunity to
grow within their own field, as well as opportunities to
transfer internally to another department. 

We are always looking for new talent which is why we offer
opportunities such as internships and apprenticeships (BBL). In
the future we will also offer traineeships.  

 CAREER PROSPECTS

INTERNSHIP AND 
GRADUATION OPPORTUNITIES

Click for more information:

https://vimeo.com/676183779

